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Scale-free growing networks imply linear preferential attachment

Kasper Astrup Eriksen* and Michael Ho¨rnquist†

NORDITA, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen O” , Denmark
~Received 22 August 2001; published 17 December 2001!

It has been recognized for some time that a network grown by the addition of nodes with linear preferential
attachment will possess a scale-free distribution of connectivities. Here we prove by some analytical arguments
that the linearity is a necessary component to obtain this kind of distribution. However, the preferential linking
rate does not necessarily apply to single nodes, but to groups of nodes of the same connectivity. We also point
out that for a time-varying mean connectivity the linking rate will deviate from a linear expression by an extra
asymptotically logarithmic term.
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In naturally occurring networks, distributions of conne
tivities that are approximately power laws seem to be ub
uitous. For example, it has been shown that systems as
parate as the number of hyperlinks pointing to a particu
web page@1#, collaborations of movie actors@2#, citation
patterns of scientific publications@3#, metabolic networks
@4#, protein-protein interaction network@5#, and human
sexual contacts@6# all possess this kind of distribution.

For people interested in a particular system, it is indee
nice observation to make that the distribution of connect
ties is approximately a power law, but soon afterward qu
tions about the microscopic details of its emergence sta
arise. In response to such questions, various specific m
scopic dynamical models that give rise to a power-law d
tribution have been investigated@2,7,8#. These works have in
common that the networks are grown by addition of n
nodes and that each such new node preferentially attach
other nodes with a high number of connections. A scale-f
distribution appeared in these investigations only when
probability of attachment was proportional, at least asym
totically, to the number of links already attached to the s
cific node—so-called linear preferential attachment. It h
also been shown that at least three real-world networks
science citation network, the internet, and a science colla
ration network—grow by linear preferential linking@9#. Here
we go the other way, and prove that thislinear form of the
connection kernel is not only sufficient, but also necess
for a scale-free distribution to appear in a growing netwo
We remark that this result was indicated for ahomogeneous
connection kernel already in@2# and proved in@8#. Here,
however, we make noa priori assumptions on the functiona
form of the attachment probability.

In spite of the fact that we focus only on the node deg
distribution, leaving aside all other aspects of the netw
topology, such as the average path length, diameter, clu
ing, etc., we will in this Brief Report borrow our notatio
from the network community. However, with a change
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terminology, the finding can be applied also to other types
growth processes. In particular, let the distribution functi
N(k,t) be the number of nodes withk links ~connectivityk)
at timet. We prove that if the distribution functionN(k,t) of
a system satisfies the following conditions:~1! the distribu-
tion is stationary and scale-free, at least asymptotically,
N(k,t)}k2g (k→`), ~2! the exponentg.2, and ~3! the
constant of proportionalityA(t)5N(k,t)/k2g grows as a
function of time, then the underlying dynamics isnecessar-
ily, on average, governed by a growth process with asy
totically linear preferential attachment.

Before we proceed to the actual proof, let us elaborat
bit more on some of the above statements. The prerequ
g.2 is included in order to make all the entering sum
convergent and thus relatively independent of an upper
off. Fortunately, most real-world distributions have 2,g
,3. The last condition is crucial, because otherwise
present setting will be a special case of the theory of stoch
tic multiplicative processes, where power-law distributio
are known to occur by a different mechanism@10#.

Originally, the term ‘‘linear preferential attachment’’ wa
coined for a pure growth model where one link at a time
added to an existing node withk connections with a prob-
ability that is proportional tok. This kind of model had in
fact already been studied in 1955 by Simon@7#. Furthermore,
Simon showed that the important entity was theaveragerate
at which a link is added to one of the nodes withk links @11#.
Let us introduce the rank

r ~k,t !511 (
i 5k11

`

N~ i ,t ! ~1!

and the attachment rate as the generalized current

J~k,t !5r ~k,t11!2r ~k,t !. ~2!

The average attachment rate to a single node withk links can
now be expressed as@12#

j ~k,t !5
^J~k,t !&

^N~k,t !&
, ~3!

and the linear preferential attachment property is formula
as j }k.
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We now generalize to a general situation where it is m
croscopically also possible to remove link ends. As an
ample, consider the situation where at timet two links are
added to nodeA, which already has nine links. At timet
11, the links are removed again. Obviously, nothing h
happened, and consequently the attachment rate we ref
above is the net attachment rate. Secondly, the step of ad
two links at a time can be viewed as two separate addi
steps: first a link is added to a node~A! with nine links and
then a link is added to a node with ten links. The correct w
to define the attachment rate, say, for nodes with ten links
thus in terms of the generalized currentJ(10,t), i.e., the
number of nodes that in one step get more than 10 links

We now proceed to the proof. From Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~3!
it follows immediately that the average attachment rate
be written

j ~k,t !5
1

^N~k,t !& (
i 5k11

`

@^N~ i ,t11!&2^N~ i ,t !&#. ~4!

With the scale-free distribution̂N(k,t)&5A(t)k2g, these
sums can fork→` be replaced by integrals@13#, which
yields the closed form

j ~k,t !'
A~ t11!2A~ t !

A~ t !

k

g21
}k, k→`. ~5!

This result means that as soon as we have a growing sy
where the distribution of connectivities is given asympto
cally by a power-law distribution, there has to be a mec
nism of preferential attachment to existing nodes with
probability that on average is asymptotically proportion
to k.

Let us emphasize that our derivation of Eq.~4! nowhere
used the first requirement about a stationary scale-free d
bution, which means that it is general. For instance, one
et
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show by straightforward calculations that for a power-la
distribution of connectivities, where the exponent chang
with time ~for instance, due to a change in the average c
nectivity, as measured for the World Wide Web@14#!, the
lowest order correction to the linear preferential attachm
is a term proportional tok logk asymptotically ink @15#.

To summarize, we have shown that, for all distributio
that asymptotically resemble power laws, it is necessary
the net rate of attachment of new nodes to one of the no
with k links to be asymptotically proportional tok, i.e., for
the so-called linear preferential attachment rule to neces
ily apply. Furthermore, our proof is not limited topure
growth models, but also covers reorganization and loss
internal links. It is thus possible to rephrase the question
why power laws are ubiquitous in real life in terms of wh
linear preferential attachment is so common. If attachmen
viewed as a stochastic process, then, given no other infor
tion, the best guess at the intrinsic attractiveness of a nod
simply proportional to the number of connections the no
already possesses. This then leads to linear preferentia
tachment, hinting at an explanation similar in spirit to t
random matrix distributions observed in many other syste

Finally, in order to avoid any misunderstanding, we stre
that of course there are many other mechanisms for obtai
scale-free distributions in other cases, e.g., self-organ
criticality @16# and multiplicative random processes wi
drift and limits @10#. However, these cases do not satisfy o
requirements above, and hence are not affected by
present statement on the origin of power laws.
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